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Abstract

This study aimed to gain an understanding of the brand personality about DetEksi Jawa Pos on DetEksiholic. This research is motivated by differentiating personality on DetEksi Jawa Pos on DetEksiholic. From this study, expected to be found is brand personality DetEksi on DetEksiholic. This study is accomplished by using exploratory qualitative. This method was chosen given the purpose of this research to explore or need deep understanding about brand personality DetEksi on DetEksiholic and describe the brand personality that is owned and established in more detail. Research used focus group discussion because it is more interactive than the others and it can open forum that supports the disclosure hidden. The data obtained was processed using the analysis method of triangulation. From the data processing, this research produced six dimensions and 28 sub-dimensions on brand personality DetEksi Jawa Pos, are (1) Sincerity with sub-dimensions down to earth, honest, wholesome, and cheerful, (2) Excitement with sub-dimensions daring, spirited, imaginative, up to date, informative, and expressive, (3) Competence with sub-dimensions Reliable, Intelligent, and Successful, (4) Sophistication dimensions with sub-dimensions upper class and charming, (5) Ruggedness dimensions with sub-dimensions outdoorsy and tough, and (6) Other dimensions with sub-dimension flexibility.
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